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A weekend
in Yosemite
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SPECTACULAR view of Yosemite Falls from the popular look-out at Glacier Point.

Beverly Mann
John Muir, one of Yosemite’s
avid visitors and supporters, eloquently captured
the essence of its grandeur
and magic when he wrote:
“Nature’s peace will flow
through you as sunshine into
trees. The winds will blow
their freshness into you and
the storms their energy, while
cares will drop off like autumn
leaves.”
These words became my

reality after a well-needed
weekend away in the scenic
serenity and beauty of
Yosemite’s snow-capped
mountains. As my car edged
through the curving mountainside, my thoughts and
concerns were swayed
towards the fresh greenery
and granite greatness partly
hidden into puffs of clouds
and endless sky.
I hadn’t been to this
area in more than 20 years
and decided to take a 3-day
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LUXURIOUS and historic Ahwahnee hotel situated
inside Yosemite National Park.

sojourn with my girlfriend
Christina to escape the
stresses of life and work – a
perfect panacea.

Historic Ahwahnee
Hotel
The mercurial weather turned
a bit rainy, but the sun came
out as we arrived at the
stately, historic Ahwahnee
Hotel in the midst of Yosemite
National Park. Our room’s
window faced the breathtaking Yosemite Falls, which was
a vision to wake up to in the
morning. Ahwahnee means
“place of the big mouth”, an
apropos description since its
location is smack in the centre
of this enormous valley amid
giant sequoias and cascading
waterfalls.
Most impressive is the
Great Lounge, replete with
enormous fireplaces and 10
ceiling-to-floor windows, partially adorned with stained
glass in Native American
design and wrought iron
chandeliers – a blend of
German Gothic and Indian
décor. The nearby Solarium
at the south end has picture
windows revealing a glorious
view of Glacier Point.
Scattered throughout are
huge woven Native American
Indian baskets and rugs,
which add to the earth-tone
colours.
We were lured by the
piano music into the 34-foot
high ceiling dining room
embraced with giant stripped
and polished sugar pine
trestles creating a rustic,

elegant ambiance.
What we experienced during our
stay was that the
menu didn’t quite
match the décor.
However, you can’t
leave the hotel
without experiencing at least an à
la carte breakfast in
the dining room as
the sunlight streams through
the towering trees and dramatic mountain scenery.

Memorable sights
The following morning, we
arose to a snow-covered
mountainside in view of
Yosemite Falls. We caught
the shuttle bus to Yosemite
Lodge where we had an ample,
cafeteria-style breakfast. We
then met our bus for the wellpaced Valley Floor Tour, which
was worth the 2-hour ride.
I learned about the history
of some of the Valley’s most
memorable sights from a
well-versed bus driver/guide
covering Yosemite Falls, El
Capitan, Tunnel View and
Bridalveil Fall, all surrounded
by 1290km of hiking trails. I
had many opportunities for
taking photos.
Afterward, my friend and
I had the afternoon to hike
around Lower Yosemite Falls
and inhale the invigorating
aroma of fresh pine. We continued on to Yosemite Village,
where we visited the Ansel
Adams Gallery and Yosemite
Museum. Just outside the
museum and Visitor Centre
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stands a re-creation of a
Miwok Indian Village.
After two days in the
Valley, we headed towards
the Tenaya Lodge, about one
hour outside of the valley’s
south gate and close to Badger
Pass – a most pleasurable surprise. We arrived earlier than
expected and were able to set
up a guided tour for some
snowshoeing through the forested area. An hour trek was
just enough before luxuriating in our spa treatments at
the 930 square-metre Ascent
Spa.

Dinner at the Embers
First, I took a steam bath and
relaxed in the cosy lounge
area before my treatment
with spa director Linda, who
soothed every muscle of my
body. After, I joined my friend
Christina back in the lounge.
She was looking so relaxed
and peaceful. It was difficult
to leave this realm of tranquillity, but the best was yet to
come – dinner at their upscale
Embers Restaurant.
Executive Sous Chef
Reginald (Reggie) Powell,
who originally was at the

Ahwahnee and worked in San
Francisco’s Aqua Restaurant,
has created a Mediterranean
fusion menu. The Filet Oscar
topped with artichoke stuffed
with Dungeness crab and
served with yummy Yukon
mashed potatoes, with a hint
of cheese, was quite memorable. The appetisers were
also outstanding, from the
crispy quail with spinach and
shitake mushrooms to the
eggplant caviar and gigantic
lemongrass-skewered scallops
and moist, tangy crab cakes.
The flowerless chocolate cake
added the final touch.
We lucked out with the
weather. The sun shone along
the forested terrain as my
car cruised along the curving
country roads. My thoughts
were led once again to a quote
by John Muir as I exited from
this lavish landscape.
“It’s by far the grandest
of all the special temples of
Nature I was ever permitted
to enter.”
Beverly Mann has been a feature,
arts and travel writer in the San
Francisco Bay Area for the past
28 years.

